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Abstract: We propose two schemes for concentration of hyperentangle-
ment of nonlocal multipartite states which are simultaneously entangled in
the polarization and spatial modes. One scheme uses an auxiliary single-
photon state prepared according to the parameters of the less-entangled
states. The other scheme uses two less-entangled states with unknown
parameters to distill the maximal hyperentanglement. The procrustean
concentration is realized by two parity check measurements in both the
two degrees of freedom. Nondestructive quantum nondemolition detectors
based on cross-Kerr nonlinearity are used to implement the parity check,
which makes the unsuccessful instances reusable in the next concentration
round. The success probabilities in both schemes can be made to approach
unity by iteration. Moreover, in both schemes only one of the N parties has
to perform the parity check measurements. Our schemes are efficient and
useful for quantum information processing involving hyperentanglement.
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1. Introduction
In the past thirty years, many quantum information processing tasks such as quantum key dis-
tribution [1–3], quantum secure direct communication [4–6], quantum teleportation [7], quan-
tum dense coding [8] and quantum repeaters [9] have been proposed and realized. These tasks
rely on a unique phenomenon of quantum world: entanglement. Entangled photon pairs are
used as a quantum channel in long distance quantum communication. Typically, maximal en-
tanglement is desirable in the subsequent quantum information processing in order to ensure
security and efficiency. However, entanglement can only be prepared locally and it is fragile
during transmission and storage. In other words, the degree of entanglement and the purity
of quantum entangled states degrade due to the inevitable interaction with the environment,
and that subsequently influences the security and efficiency of the quantum communication
schemes.
There are several effective methods to obtain the desired maximally entangled states via
noisy channels, one of which is called entanglement concentration. Entanglement concentration
can distill maximal entanglement from an ensemble of less-entangled pure states. Pioneering
work on this topic based on the Schmidt projection method was done in 1996 [10]. Later, a
practical entanglement concentration scheme based on linear optics was proposed and demon-
strated [11, 12]. In 2008, Sheng et al. presented a nonlocal entanglement concentration scheme
that exploited cross-Kerr nonlinearity, and had a higher efficiency and yield than those with
linear optical elements [13]. In 2011, Wang et al. also proposed a polarization-entanglement
concentration scheme using the cross-Kerr nonlinearity, in which the efficiency of the quan-
tum nondemolition detector was effectively improved by the double cross-phase modulation
method [14] . All these entanglement concentration schemes succeed probabilistically. These
schemes start with two identical less-entangled states to distill one maximally entangled state
since the parameters of the low quality states are unknown. If the parameters are known, ac-
cording to which additional states can be prepared and optical elements can be manipulated,
only one less-entangled state is required to accomplish the concentration [15, 16]. Some other
interesting entanglement concentration schemes have been proposed in the past decade [17–23].
The photon, which is a common candidate for quantum communication, has many degrees
of freedom (DOFs) to carry quantum information. States which are entangled simultaneously
in more than one DOF are called hyperentangled states [24–26]. They can be prepared with
current technology. Since each photon carries more than one qubit of information, hyperentan-
glement can increase the capacity of quantum information processing [27–29]. Hyperentangle-
ment has been proposed as a resource for many important applications in quantum information
processing, such as quantum key distribution [30], entanglement purification [31–36] and state
analysis [37–42]. Hyperentanglement is a very promising quantum resource in quantum infor-
mation processing. However, hyperentangled states cannot escape from channel noise, which
degrades the degree of entanglement in each DOF. Recently, the question of concentration of
hyperentanglement has attracted much attention. In 2013, Ren et al. presented two hyperentan-
glement concentration schemes for a two-photon four-qubit system based on linear optical el-
ements [43]. Later, we discussed the hyperconcentration of N-photon hyperentangled states
via linear optics [44]. Although linear optics schemes are experimentally more feasible using
current technology, the success probability of these schemes is restricted by the degree of en-
tanglement of the less-entangled state to be concentrated. In 2013, one of us also proposed two
hyperconcentration protocols for two-photon states with known and unknown parameters, re-
spectively [45]. In these schemes, both linear optics and nonlinearities are employed and some
failed instances can be reused in the next round. Thus the success probabilities are higher than
the schemes that only resort to linear optics. In the same year, Chen et al. proposed another hy-
perconcentration scheme for two-photon states based on projection measurements [46]. Their
success probability can be improved greatly by iteration. Moreover, Ren et al. proposed hyper-
entanglement concentration protocols assisted by diamond NV centers inside photonic crystal
cavities [47] and by quantum-dot spins inside optical microcavities [48], respectively. Both
these schemes rely on the interaction between photons and other systems to realize the parity
check, which is the key step in entanglement concentration schemes.
In this letter, we present two hyperconcentration schemes for multipartite hyperentangled
systems, that use the cross-Kerr nonlinearity. One scheme uses an additional single-photon two-
qubit state prepared according to the parameters of the less-entangled state. The other uses two
less-entangled states with unknown parameters. Both these protocols involve two parity check
measurements on both two DOFs, i.e., the polarization state and the spatial mode. The parity
check is realized via nondestructive quantum demolition detection established by the cross-Kerr
nonlinearity. In both these schemes, only one party has to perform the parity check measure-
ments, while the other N−1 parties do nothing or just simple single-photon measurements. The
unsuccessful instances in each round can be reconcentrated to achieve higher success probabili-
ties in both schemes. All these features make our schemes efficient and useful for long distance
quantum communication.
2. Quantum nondemolition detections
Before we describe our hyperconcentration schemes, we introduce the principle of cross-Kerr
nonlinearity and quantum nondemolition detections based on the weak cross-Kerr effect. The
cross-Kerr nonlinearity is an interaction between a signal state |ψ〉s and a coherent probe beam
|α〉p in the nonlinear medium. The Hamiltonian of a cross-Kerr nonlinearity is [49, 50]
H = h¯χa†s asa†pap. (1)
Here a†s (a†p) and as(ap) are the creation operator and destruction operator for the signal (probe)
state, respectively. The coupling strength of the nonlinearity is given by χ . The basic principle
is that after the interaction with the signal state, the coherent probe beam picks up a phase shift
depending on the photon number n of the signal state,
|α〉p → |αeinθ 〉, (2)
where θ = χt and t is the interaction time which can be controlled. Then by reading the phase
shift via an x-quadrature measurement, the number of the photons can be measured without
destroying the photon state. The cross-Kerr nonlinearity have been widely used in quantum
information processing in the past years [13, 16, 21, 45, 46, 50].
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the polarization parity check device based on the cross-
Kerr nonlinearity. Polarizing beam splitters (PBSs) are used to transmit the horizontal po-
larization |H〉 and reflect the vertical polarization |V 〉. ±θ = χt represent the cross-Kerr
nonlinear media that introduce the phase shift θ when there is a photon passing through the
media. |χ〉〈χ| is the homodyne measurement that can distinguish different phase shifts.
The polarization parity check (PPC) device based on the cross-Kerr nonlinearity is shown in
Fig. 1. The i and j denote two input modes for the two photons and u and d represent the two
spatial modes ”up” and ”down” of each particle. The polarizing beam splitter (PBS) transmits
horizontal polarization states |H〉 and reflects the vertical ones |V 〉. After interactions with the
coherent probe beam, photons are guided back to their paths. This device can measure the parity
of the polarization state without destroying the photons. The even-parity state |HH〉 and |VV 〉
results in no phase shift of the coherent state while the odd-parity states |HV 〉 and |VH〉 cause
phase shift +θ and −θ , respectively. Since the states |αe±iθ 〉 cannot be discriminated by the
x-quadrature homodyne measurement, these two odd-parity states cannot be distinguished by
this setup. This device checks the parity of the polarization state without disturbing the spatial
mode DOF.
We can also design a spatial mode parity check (SPC) setup utilizing the cross-Kerr effect,
as shown in Fig. 2. When the two photons have the same spatial mode, i.e., |uu〉 or |dd〉, there
is no phase shift on the coherent state. Otherwise, a phase shift ±θ can be detected. This device
is used to check the parity of the spatial mode DOF without disturbing the polarization states.
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Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of the spatial mode parity check device that is used to check
the parity of the spatial modes of photons i and j. ±θ represent the cross-Kerr nonlinear
media which introduce the phase shift θ when there is a photon passing through the media.
|χ〉〈χ| is the homodyne measurement that can discriminate different phase shifts.
With these two nondemolition parity check devices, we can concentrate partially hyperentan-
gled N-photon GHZ states that are simultaneously entangled in the polarization and the spatial
mode.
3. Hyperconcentration
The partially hyperentangled N-photon GHZ state can be written as
|Ψ〉AB...C = (α|HH...H〉+β |VV...V 〉)⊗ (δ |aubu...cu〉+η |adbd ...cd〉). (3)
The parameters satisfy the normalization conditions |α|2 + |β |2 = |δ |2 + |η |2 = 1. The sub-
scripts A, B,...,C represent the particles belong to the N nonlocal parties Alice, Bob,...,Charlie
and xu and xd are the two potential spatial modes of particle X(X = A,B, ...C). The purpose
of the hyperconcentration scheme is to get a maximally hyperentangled state GHZ state as
follows.
|Φ〉AB...C = 1√2(|HH...H〉+ |VV...V〉)⊗
1√
2
(|aubu...cu〉+ |adbd...cd〉). (4)
To distill the maximal hyperentangled state from the less-entangled samples, two hyperconcen-
tration schemes are presented. The first scheme utilizes an additional single-photon state, with
the precondition that the parameters of the less-entangled states are known. The second one
exploits two less-entangled states for which the parameters are unknown.
3.1. Hyperconcentration assisted by additional photon
In this scheme, the parameters of the initial states are assumed to be known, according to which
one party Alice can prepare an additional state
|ϕ〉X = (α|V 〉+β |H〉)X ⊗ (δ |xd〉+η |xu〉)X . (5)
Here xu and xd are the two spatial modes of the photon X . The quantum state of the whole
system composed of N + 1 photons can be written as
|Ψ′〉AB...CX = [α2|HH...HV 〉+β 2|VV...VH〉
+αβ (|HH...HH〉+ |VV...VV 〉)]
⊗[δ 2|aubu...cuxd〉+η2|adbd ...cdxu〉
+δη(|aubu...cuxu〉+ |adbd...cdxd〉)]. (6)
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the proposed hyperconcentration protocol assisted by an aux-
iliary photon. An additional photon X is prepared by Alice based on the parameters of the
original state. Then the PPC and SPC are performed on Alice’s two photons A and X and
the particle X is measured in the diagonal basis of both DOFs, denoted by M. By selecting
only even-parity outcomes in both the DOFs and then measuring the additional photon in
the diagonal basis, the remote N parities share the maximally hyperentangled GHZ state
with a certain probability.
As shown in Fig. 3, Alice performs the polarization parity check and spatial mode parity check
on photons A and X in sequence. She only selects the situation where both photons are in the
even-parity state in both parity checks. Then the state becomes
|Ψ′〉AB...CX = αβ δη(|HH...HH〉+ |VV...VV 〉)]⊗ (|aubu...cuxu〉+ |adbd...cdxd〉). (7)
This is the maximally hyperentangled N + 1-photon GHZ state. Then Alice measures the aux-
iliary photon X in the diagonal basis of both DOFs |±p〉 = 1√2 (|H〉± |V 〉)(|±s〉 =
1√
2(|xu〉±
|xd〉)). The setup for the single-photon two-qubit measurement is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the single-photon two-qubit measurement. Both the two DOFs
of the single photon are measured in the diagonal basis. The measurement of spatial mode
is realized by the beam splitter (BS) and of the polarization state is implemented by PBS at
45◦. The effect of the balanced BS is |u〉 → 1√2 (|u〉+ |d〉), |d〉 →
1√
2 (|u〉− |d〉).
There are four potential measurement results for photon X , according to which the state of the
remaining N photons collapses to one of the states
|Ψ′〉AB...C = αβ δη(|HH...H〉± |VV...V〉)]⊗ (|aubu...cu〉± |adbd ...cd〉). (8)
If the measurement result is |+〉 (|−〉) for the polarization/spatial mode DOF, a unitary op-
eration I (σz) should be performed on the polarization/spatial mode of the photon A to get
|Φ〉AB...C. Here σ pz = |H〉〈H| − |V 〉〈V | and σ sz = |au〉〈au| − |ad〉〈ad |. The success probability
of this N-photon hyperconcentration scheme is 4|αβ δη |2, which is the same as that of the
hyperconcentration scheme for a two-photon state via linear optics [43].
3.2. Hyperconcentration using two less-entangled states
If the parameters of the initial state are unknown, two identical less-entangled states are required
to distill a maximal hyperentangled state probabilistically. The principle is shown in Fig. 5. Here
we have two states |Ψ〉A1B1...C1 and |Ψ〉A2B2...C2 .
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the proposed hyperconcentration protocol which distills max-
imal hyperentanglement from two identical less-entangled nonlocal N-photon GHZ states
(solid and dotted). Alice performs a PPC and SPC on her photons A1 and A2 to check the
parity of the polarization and spatial mode DOFs and then measures A2. The other N − 1
parties (Bob, Charlie, etc) perform single-photon two-qubit measurements on their second
photons. By selecting on the even-parity results of Alice’s two parity checks, the distant N
parties share the maximally hyperentangled state probabilistically.
Before concentration, we transform the second state into
|Ψ〉A2B2...C2 = (α|VV...V 〉+β |HH...H〉)⊗ (δ |a2db2d...c2d〉+η |a2ub2u...c2u〉). (9)
The flip of polarization can be realized by a half wave plate oriented at 45◦. And the flip of
spatial mode can be simply realized by changing their labels. These operations are not shown
in Fig. 5 for simplicity. Then the state of the system composed of 2N photons is
|Ξ〉A1B1...C1A2B2...C2
= [α2|HH...HVV...V〉+β 2|VV...VHH...H〉
+αβ (|HH...HHH...H〉+ |VV...VVV...V 〉)]
⊗[δ 2|a1ub1u...c1ua2db2d...c2d〉+η2|a1db1d...c1da2ub2u...c2u〉
+δη(|a1ub1u...c1ua2ub2u...c2u〉+ |a1db1d...c1da2db2d...c2d〉)]. (10)
Firstly, Alice inputs her qubits A1 and A2 into the polarization parity check device and then
the spatial mode parity check device. She selects the cases in which both the parity check
measurements give even parity results. The selected state can be written as
|Ξ′〉A1B1...C1A2B2...C2 = αβ δη(|HH...HHH...H〉+ |VV...VVV...V 〉)
⊗(|a1ub1u...c1ua2ub2u...c2u〉+ |a1db1d...c1da2db2d...c2d〉). (11)
Then the N parties measure their second photons with the single-photon two-qubit measurement
setups. The state of the system composed of the remaining N photons is
|Ξ′′〉A1B1...C1 =
1
2
(|HH...H〉+(−1)P|VV...V〉)⊗ (|a1ub1u...c1u〉+(−1)Q|a1db1d ...c1d〉). (12)
Here P and Q depend on all the N parties’ measurement outcomes. If the number of |−p〉 is
even (odd), P = 0 (1). And when the number of d is even (odd), Q = 0 (1). Then one party
can perform the corresponding phase-flip operation on his/her photon to obtain the desired state
|Φ〉A1B1...C1 . The total success probability is again 4|αβ δη |2.
4. Improving the success probability by iteration
In the last section we demonstrated the basic principle of our hyperconcentration schemes. The
success of the hyperconcentration schemes is based on the two parity checks. When two even-
parity outcomes occur, the concentration schemes succeed with probability P(1)ee = 4|αβ δη |2.
Otherwise, these schemes fail. The total success probability is limited by the initial states, which
is the same restriction on hyperconcentration schemes based on linear optics.
However, since we utilize quantum nondemolition detections where the photons are intact
after the measurement, the failed instances can be reused in the next round. Besides the even-
parity results “ee” in the both these two parity check measurements, there are three other pos-
sible outcomes, i.e., even-parity in polarization with odd-parity in spatial mode, odd-parity in
spatial mode and even-parity in spatial mode and odd-parity in both DOFs. In these three cases,
the state shared by the N parties after the first concentration round can be changed to the fol-
lowing states, no matter which hyperconcentration method we use.
|Ψ′eo〉AB...C = αβ (|HH...H〉+ |VV...V〉)⊗ (δ 2|aubu...cu〉+η2|adbd...cd〉), (13)
|Ψ′oe〉AB...C = (α2|HH...H〉+β 2|VV...V〉)⊗ δη(|aubu...cu〉+ |adbd...cd〉), (14)
|Ψ′oo〉AB...C = (α2|HH...H〉+β 2|VV...V〉)⊗ (δ 2|aubu...cu〉+η2|adbd ...cd〉). (15)
The subscripts “eo”, “oe” and “oo” indicate the parity check results for the PPC and SPC, with
“e” being even and “o” being odd. These three states are unnormalized. The probabilities of
getting these three states are
P(1)eo = 2|α|2|β |2(|δ |4 + |η |4), (16)
P(1)oe = 2|δ |2|η |2(|α|4 + |β |4), (17)
P(1)oo = (|α|4 + |β |4)(|δ |4 + |η |4). (18)
The superscript “(1)” denotes the first round of concentration. These three less-entangled pure
states have different coefficients, which can be written in a unified expression
|Ψ(2)〉AB...C = (α(2)i |HH...H〉+β (2)i |VV...V〉)⊗ (δ (2)i |aubu...cu〉+η(2)i |adbd...cd〉). (19)
Here (i = eo,oe,oo) and the normalized coefficients are shown in Table I.
For each of the states in Eq. (19), we can use our hyperconcentration methods to further
concentrate them. On one hand, an additional photon prepared in state |ϕ〉X = (α(2)i |V 〉+
Table 1. The normalized coefficients for the three less-entangled states corresponding to
the failed instances of the parity checks.
State α β δ η
|Ψ(2)eo 〉AB...C α(2)eo = 1√2 β
(2)
eo =
1√
2 δ
(2)
eo =
δ 2√
δ 4+η4
η(2)eo = η
2√
δ 4+η4
|Ψ(2)oe 〉AB...C α(2)oe = α2√
α4+β 4 β
(2)
oe =
β 2√
α4+β 4 δ
(2)
oe =
1√
2 η
(2)
oe =
1√
2
|Ψ(2)oo 〉AB...C α(2)oo = α2√
α4+β 4 β
(2)
oo =
β 2√
α4+β 4 δ
(2)
oo =
δ 2√
δ 4+η4
η(2)oo = η
2√
δ 4+η4
β (2)i |H〉)⊗ (δ (2)i |xd〉+η(2)i |xu〉) can be used to assist the concentration of the corresponding
state. On the other hand, two less-entangled states with identical coefficients can be used to
distill the maximally hyperentangled states in the next round.
In the second round, from Eqs (13) and (14), it is clear that for the state |Ψ(2)eo 〉AB...C
(|Ψ(2)oe 〉AB...C), the polarization (spatial mode) state is already in the desired form. Hence both
even and odd outcomes of the polarization (spatial mode) parity check results “ee” and “oe(eo)”
result in our desired maximally hyperentangled state. However, for the |Ψ(2)oo 〉AB...C state, only
the even-parity outcome “ee” results in the target state. Therefore, the probability of obtaining
the desired state in the second round is
P(2) = P(1)eo (P
(2)
eo−ee +P
(2)
eo−oe)+P
(1)
oe (P
(2)
oe−ee +P
(2)
oe−eo)+P
(1)
oo P
(2)
oo−ee (20)
Here P(k)i− j represent the probability of obtaining the j ( j = ee,eo,oe,oo) result in the kth round
from the state |Ψ(k)i 〉 (i = eo,oe,oo).
Given the analysis of the second round, we can see that in the kth round, for the state
|Ψ(k)eo 〉AB...C (|Ψ(k)oe 〉AB...C), the polarization (spatial mode) state is already in the desired form.
Thus we can calculate that in the kth round, the probabilities of success (failure) of getting the
desired state from the |Ψ(k)eo 〉AB...C and |Ψ(k)oe 〉AB...C which are generated from the (k−1)th round
are
P(k)eo,s = P
(k)
eo−ee +P
(k)
eo−oe =
2|δη |2k
(|δ |2k + |η |2k)2 , (21)
P(k)eo, f = P
(k)
eo−eo +P
(k)
eo−oo =
|δ |2k+1 + |η |2k+1
(|δ |2k + |η |2k)2 , (22)
P(k)oe,s = P
(k)
oe−ee +P
(k)
oe−eo =
2|αβ |2k
(|α|2k + |β |2k)2 , (23)
P(k)oe, f = P
(k)
oe−oe +P
(k)
oe−oo =
|α|2k+1 + |β |2k+1
(|α|2k + |β |2k)2 . (24)
Here P(k)i,s and P
(k)
i, f (i = eo,oe) denote the success and failure probabilities for obtaining the
maximally hyperentangled state from |Ψ(k)i 〉AB...C in the kth round.
For the |Ψ(k)oo 〉AB...C state which corresponds to two odd-parity results in the (k− 1)th round,
the probabilities of the four parity check results are
P(k)oo−ee =
4|αβ δη |2k
(|α|2k + |β |2k)2(|δ |2k + |η |2k)2 = P
(k)
eo,sP
(k)
oe,s, (25)
P(k)oo−eo =
2|αβ |2k(|δ |2k+1 + |η |2k+1)
(|α|2k + |β |2k)2(|δ |2k + |η |2k)2 = P
(k)
eo, f P
(k)
oe,s, (26)
P(k)oo−oe =
2|δη |2k(|α|2k+1 + |β |2k+1)
(|α|2k + |β |2k)2(|δ |2k + |η |2k)2 = P
(k)
eo,sP
(k)
oe, f , (27)
P(k)oo−oo =
(|α|2k+1 + |β |2k+1)(|δ |2k+1 + |η |2k+1)
(|α|2k + |β |2k)2(|δ |2k + |η |2k)2 = P
(k)
eo, f P
(k)
oe, f . (28)
Each round of concentration succeeds probabilistically and the failed instances can be reused
in the next round. Then we can compute the success probability of the kth (k > 2) round,
P(k) = [P(1)eo +P
(1)
oo (P
(2)
oe,s +P
(2)
oe, f P
(3)
oe,s + ...P
(2)
oe, f P
(3)
oe, f ...P
(k−2)
oe, f P
(k−1)
oe,s )]P
(2)
eo, f ...P
(k−1)
eo, f P
(k)
eo,s
+[P(1)oe +P
(1)
oo (P
(2)
eo,s +P
(2)
eo, f P
(3)
eo,s + ...P
(2)
eo, f P
(3)
eo, f ...P
(k−2)
eo, f P
(k−1)
eo,s )]P
(2)
oe, f ...P
(k−1)
oe, f P
(k)
oe,s
+P(1)oo P
(2)
eo, f P
(2)
oe, f P
(3)
eo, f P
(3)
oe, f ...P
(k−1)
eo, f P
(k−1)
oe, f P
(k)
eo,sP
(k)
oe,s. (29)
By iterating the hyperconcentration process n times, the total success probability is
PTotal =
n
∑
k=1
P(k), (30)
which depends on the number of iteration and parameters of the initial state. The relation be-
tween the total success probability, the initial parameter and the iteration number is shown in
Fig. 6. The four plots show the success probabilities for n = 1,2,3,4 iterations. We find the
total success probability monotonically increase with the parameters |α|2 and |δ |2 in the range
[0,0.5], and there is an obvious improvement with more rounds. After n = 5 iterations, the max-
imum of the success probability will be larger than 90%, which is much larger than that of the
hyperconcentration scheme with linear optics [43, 44].
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Fig. 6. The total success probability of obtaining the maximally hyperentangled state de-
pends on the parameters of the initial state |α|2 and |δ |2. Different Figs. correspond to the
schemes with different number of iterations.
5. Discussion and Summary
This paper presents two efficient schemes for concentration of nonlocal N-photon hyperentan-
glement, using the cross-Kerr nonlinearity. The first one utilizes an auxiliary photon prepared
according to the known parameters of the initial state and the second one uses two identical less-
entangled states with unknown parameters. In each round of the hyperconcentration schemes,
only one party has to perform the polarization parity check and the spatial mode parity check.
The other (N − 1) parties do nothing or just perform single-photon two-qubit measurements
that can be realized with current technology. In both schemes, after the first hyperconcentra-
tion round, the distant N parties will share the maximally hyperentangled state with a certain
probability. The success probability can be greatly improved by implementing more rounds of
concentration.
In our two schemes, the hyperconcentration is implemented based on two parity checks, one
for the polarization state and the other for the spatial mode. A quantum nondemolition measure-
ment that exploits the cross-Kerr effect was used to make the schemes iterable. Therefore, the
practical efficiency of our schemes depends on the efficiency of the cross-Kerr nonlinearity.
Although the natural cross-Kerr nonlinearities are weak and the Kerr phase shift is small at the
single-photon level, recent research shows it is promising to use the effect in the near future.
In 2011, He et al. investigated the interaction between a single photon and a coherent state and
made the treatment of coherent state-single photon interactions more realistic [51]. In the same
year, it was shown that the amplification of a cross-Kerr phase shift to an observable value by
using weak-value amplification is possible [52]. Moreover, giant Kerr nonlinearity of the probe
and the signal pulses was shown in Ref. [53]. Our schemes only require a small phase shift, as
long as it can be distinguished from zero. This feature makes our schemes more practical than
others which need a giant Kerr nonlinearity. Moreover, other kinds of nonlinear interaction can
also provide feasible ways to realize the parity check we need [54–58].
In our schemes, the total success probability can be increased by iteration and is not limited
by the coefficients of the initial state. This makes our schemes much more efficient than the
schemes using linear optics. Our two hyperconcentration schemes are for two different situa-
tions, depending on whether the parameters of the initial state are known or not. In a practical
setting, if the state parameters are unknown, the parties can either use our second scheme for
the case of unknown parameters, or they can first perform parameter estimation and then use
our first scheme for a state with known parameters. The estimation of parameters consumes
extra quantum resources. Since the form of the state is already known, Alice can just measure
her photons in the computational basis (|H〉/|V〉 or |au〉/|ad〉 ) in both the DOFs. If a suffi-
cient number of samples is measured, the value of parameters can be deduced with the desired
accuracy from the probabilities of the results for each DOF. In our first scheme with known
parameters, each concentration round consumes N + 1 photons to distill the N-photon maxi-
mally entangled state while in the second scheme 2N photons are used. Thus depending on the
resources required for parameter estimation and the size of N, the parties can decide whether
it is better to use the first scheme together with parameter estimation, or the second scheme
without parameter estimation. Although the success probabilities of these two schemes can be
improved to nearly 100% in principle, these two schemes can only distill maximal hyperentan-
glement from less-entangled pure states. The efficiencies of hyperentanglement sharing will
also be affected by other kinds of noise and photon loss. If photon loss occurs, the states can be
rejected by postselection, or photon loss can be addressed by introducing existing techniques
such as the targeted method [59]. Other kinds of decoherence require further investigation.
To sum up, we have proposed two efficient hyperconcentration schemes for multipartite hy-
perentangled states that are entangled both in polarization and spatial mode. In both schemes
only one party has to perform the parity check measurements. The success probability can be
improved to close to 100% by iteration. Since hyperentanglement has many potential applica-
tions, our schemes may be useful for quantum information processing involving hyperentan-
glement.
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